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A vertex x in a subset X of vertices of an undirected graph is redundant if its dosed 
neighborhood is contained in the union of closed neighborhoods of vertices of X-{x}. In the 
context of a communications etwork, this means that any vertex that may receive communica- 
tions from X may also be irdormed from X-{x}. The irredundance number it(G) is the 
minimum cardinaiity taken over all maximal sets of vertices having no redundancies. In this 
note we show that ir(G) ~> nl(2A - 1) for a graph G having n vertices and maximum degree A. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph with neither loops nor multiple edges. 
The open neighborhood of vertex v, denoted N(v) = {u ~ V ] uv ~ E} and the closed 
neighborhood of v, denoted N[v] = {v} U N(v). More generally for X~ V, N IX]  = 
U~×/V[x]. 
For x~X~ V, if N [x ] -N[X-{x}]=¢,  then x is said to be redundant in X. 
Equivalently, x is redundant in X itI N[x]~_N[X-{x}]. This definition fits 
intuitive ideas of redundancy, for in the context of a communications network, 
any vertex that may receive a communication from some vertex in X, may also be 
informed from some vertex in X-{x} ,  i.e., x may be removed from X without 
affecting the totality of accessible vertices. A set X of vertices containing no 
redundant vertex is called irredundant. It is apparent hat irredundance is a 
hereditary property and that any independent set is also irredundant. The 
quantity concerning irredundance of interest in this paper, is the irredundance 
number ir(G) which is the minimum cardinality taken over all maximal irredun- 
dant sets of vertices of G. 
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2. ~e result 
Theorem 1. If G has n vertices and maximum degree A >t2, then ir(G)>~ 
n/(2A - 1). 
l~nmt. Let X be a maximal irredundant set of vertices, Z be the set of isolated 
vertices of G[X] and Y= X-Z .  Further let B be the set of vertices of V-X  
which are adjacent to exactly one vertex of X, C the set of vertices of V -Xwhich  
join at least two vertices of X and R = V- (XUB U C). We note (Y, Z, B, C, R} is 
a partition of V. 
For x e X, set Bx = {u I u ~ B and ux ~ E}. We note that 
IBy l<~a-1  for all y~Y,  
[B~ [ <~ A for all z ~ Z. (1) 
If y~ Y then By~O, for otherwise N[y] -N[X-{y}]=O,  i.e., X is not irredun- 
dant. Further, by definition of B, xl ~ xz implies that B., fq B~ = ~. The number of 
edges which join y~Y,  zEZ to vertices of C is at most A-[ByI-1, A-[B.I 
respectively. The number of edges joining vertices of C to vertices of X is at least 
2 ICI. We deduce 
21c1<~ Y. (A-IByI-1)+ Y. (A-IBzl). (2) 
y~Y z~Z 
Each r ~ R is adjacent o each vertex of some By where y ~ Y. Suppose the 
contrary, then for each y ~ Y, By~N[r]. But N[y ] -N[X-{y}]=By,  therefore 
N[y] - N[ (X -  {y}) U {r}] :/: ft. (3) 
For each z ~ Z we have 
z ~ N[z ] -  N[ (X -  {z}) U {r}] ~- ¢ (4) 
and 
r ~ N[r]- NIX] ¢: ¢. (5) 
It follows from (2), (3) and (4) that X U {r} is irredundant, contrary to maximality. 
Let ry be the number of vertices of R which are adjacent o all vertices of By. 
Then ry <~A - 1 (otherwise b ~/3y has degree A + 1). We deduce 
IRI~<(A - 1)IYI. (6) 
Using (1) and (6) we have 
n -- lxl + lBl + lCl + lRl <~ (IYl + lzl) + ~y [Byl + .~z [B.[) 
+ )" ½(A-IByI-1)+ Y. ½(A--IB~I)+(A--1)IYI 
yEY z~Z 
-- E ½(3a-l+lByl)+ ~ ½(a+lBzl+2) 
y(~Y z~Z 
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~< ~ (2Zi- 1)+ ~ (A + 1) (using (1)) 
y~Y z~Z 
~< ~ (2A-  1)+ ~ (2A-  1) (since A I>2) 
yEY  zEZ 
= (2A - 1) IX[. 
Therefore any maximal irredundant set contains at least n/(2A- 1) vertices and 
the theorem is proved. []  
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